Best Practice I
Title: Online Teaching and Learning
Objective: To continue the teaching-learning programmes of the college and keep the
academic progress of the Institution unhindered during the Pandemic times.
Context: The Covid 19 Pandemic started from March 2020 in full vigour. All offline
activities pursued by all academic and non-academic institutions had to be forcefully brought
to a standstill due to the rising anxiety about the same.
Practice: An online/remote teaching-learning practice had to be introduced for the successful
running of the academic institution. All administrative and faculty meetings were conducted
online. All teaching and non-teaching staff were introduced to ICT tools and techniques to
help them adapt to the online operational methods of official work. Online classes were held
following the original CBCS syllabi and stipulated credit hours. Online examinations were
conducted and answer-scripts were checked online and the semester marks were also
uploaded to the university portal. The college created separate committees for holding the
online university examinations and the marks upload process successfully. Training programs
were done to train the teaching staff in pdf editing soft-wares for answer-script correction
online.
Outcomes: Regular online lectures, administrative and academic meetings and frequent
webinars were held in all the different departments. Online lectures were delivered by
different national and international speakers in the different departments. An ICT workshop
was organised by the IQAC for all the teaching and non-teaching staff of the college for
providing training in Google tools for successful implementation of online teaching-learning
and administrative work. Other webinars and lectures along with the regular time-table
determined class lectures and overall teaching-learning as well as the administrative work of
the institution remained unhindered amidst the difficult pandemic constraints. The
departments organised a number of national and international webinars to keep the students
motivated during this hiatus in the offline teaching and learning processes. Some of these
webinars were as follows:


Department of English: An international webinar series on Epidemics, Body and
Medicines: Inquiries through Literary and Cultural Texts; 13th, 14th and 15th June
2020.



Department of Political Science: A State-level webinar lecture series on “Politics in
Pandemic Times" held on 17th and 22nd June, 2020



Department of Geography: 5 days Online GIS-GNSS evening Workshop 10.2.20 to
14.2.20



Department of Psychology: Two-day long Online Lecture Series and Interactive
Sessions with Students and Parents - The Perception of Confinement: Psychological
Connotations across Generations 17th and 18th June 2020



National Seminar on Bio-Psychological and Philosophical Perspectives to Death
Anxiety held on the 9th and 10th of July, 2020



Department of Philosophy and Bengali: State-level Webinar on Feminism: Issues and
Concerns through the Glasses of Philosophy and Literature on 30th June 2020.



Department of History: A State level Webinar on “Public Health, Epidemics and
State: A Legacy of Colonial Bengal 27th June, 2020



NSS Unit 1 Webinar- “An Approach to Management of Monsoon Fever with Special
Reference to Dengue and Covid 19” held on 17th August, 2020 and conducted by the
eminent virologist Dr. Amitabha Nandy, formerly associated with the School of
Tropical Medicine, Kolkata

Problems: Internet data crisis was a predominant issue faced by the students of the
institution. The rigour of the online classes also sometimes could not be met by all the
students due to disadvantages at their home fronts, very prominently being lack of space, lack
of infrastructural facilities often lacking in remote areas of residence.

Best Practice II
Title: Library Policies for Effective Library Usage
Objective: “As we read so we produce”-herein lies the actual role of Library. The College
Library is the most valuable campus resource - a productive and inspiring space to study. The
underlying principle of Library Orientation is to make library use easy and effective for
students at all course and difficulty levels. Better usage of library resources certainly
enhances the academic quality in the institution. This became the foremost objective during
the Covid-19 pandemic lockdown when students could not access the library physically and
were greatly constrained. Hence it became necessary to initiate effective library policies to
facilitate both the student as well as the faculty.

Context: With a strong and efficient library management already in place and a few
effective library policies already been taken,

special LOPs for informing teachers and

students about new library resources became necessary. Prior to lockdown LOPs used to be
conducted in the institution and as usual guided the students in the use of books, journals,
encyclopaedia and E- journals.

The Practice: The College Library reflects the government initiatives in the field of higher
education and its role in teaching, research and extension activities in higher educational
institutions. The institution ensures that the medium of information is not restricted to print
media alone and cloud information is also available. Rigorous LOPs are held during the
academic session in several batches for disseminating information about the open-access
shelves containing text and reference books and other relevant books pertaining to the
syllabus, the 5-user Libsys LSease- software, computers for OPAC searching, display racks
for latest informational resources, cheap reprographic facility, online resources, etc.

Outcomes: Outcomes of LOPs get reflected in the increasing frequency of student visits to
the library for reading, note-taking, home issue of books and for accessing online resources.
Altogether, 1074 new books were purchased under the RUSA 2.0 scheme between June 2019
and May 2020 valued at 513292/- (Five lakhs thirteen thousands two hundred and ninetytwo)

During the pandemic lockdown, a Central Libary Website in August 2020 was created. This
provides services free of cost to all and enables online usage to users in their comfort zones.
The website URL is www.gmgclibrary.wordpress.com
Users can access the library resources remotely through this gateway through the following :
I Library OPAC
II. NLIST resources
III. C.U. Question Papers
IV. Other Open resources
V. New arrival of library books
Library Orientation Programmes for e-resource use is conducted and the outcome is reflected
in the number of visitors to the different sites including NList at Inflibnet. A large volume of
material gets downloaded as students confidently manoeuvre through the huge volume of eresources. Online Library Orientation Program on “Remote Access of College Library” during

the pandemic environment on 16/09/2020 and 17/09/2020 in three sessions. All present
students, teachers and staffs attended that program. This program basically highlighted on
how all users can access their learning resources through the gateway of College Library
Website at their comfort zone – like N-LIST resources, college examination papers,
university examination papers, C.U. Syllabus, and other so many free educational sites . The
outcome was amply reflected in the increase in the number of NList users. Records show that
the number increased from 11 users in 2019 to 393 users in 2020.
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Problems: Accommodating a large number of students eager to use the reading room is a
challenge when students are able to visit the Central Library physically. Problem is
particularly encountered during rush hours when the reading room gets crowded. Students are
compelled to look into a large volume of prescribed study material and photo copy a number
of them within a short time. The library administration follows a systematic procedure to
ensure orderly issuance and return of books and provision of reprographic material.
In online learning, internet connectivity disruptions pose a definite problem. Also, students
are deprived of the facility of open access reading which helps to choose appropriately among
the vast reading material available.

